Moline Guillotine Cutters
Providing Options for Precise Dough Cutting

Moline guillotine cutting systems provide fast, clean cutting that can dramatically enhance the performance of your production system. Several styles are available to accommodate systems from 24” to 60” wide. Innovative designs and industrial construction will provide years of profitable service.

**Lever Action Guillotine**
- Easily synchronized with depositors and/or loading systems.
- Timer or encoder controlled for long cuts.
- Vertical action is ideal for cutting thick dough.

**Swing Arm Guillotine**
- High speed action capable of over 350 cuts per minute.
- Simple pivoting design is very reliable.
- Optional clutch available for synchronized cutting.

**Rotary Guillotine**
- New design is ideal for cutting short products.
- Capable of cutting thin, stiff doughs with particulates.
- Best solution for wide belts over 39” wide.
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